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Can drug education be a class act?
Recently drug campaigning groups have been petitioning for the government to
make drug education compulsory in schools. Findings editor Mike Ashton looks at
the evidence for effectiveness.
Across almost an entire age group, school-based drug education
offers a way to divert the development of unhealthy substance use
before it or its precursors have taken root. The promise is clear, the
fulfilment less so. The issues can be divided into at least two possibly
interrelated domains: contradictions in principle; shortfalls in
practice.
Among the first is the contradiction between the objectives of
education and prevention: the former seeks to empower children
to think for themselves and open up new horizons, the latter to
channel thoughts, attitudes and actions in ways pre-determined
by programme developers and teachers. Then there are potential
contradictions within prevention programmes themselves. Some
aim to limit young people’s autonomy in their choice of friends and
substances by extending autonomy in decision-making; to encourage
conformity to non-drug use values by discouraging conformity to
other young people; to develop team work and social solidarity
without accepting that youngsters may express this by going along
with their peers, as well as deciding not to.
The practical issue is that (perhaps because of such
contradictions) impacts of drug education on drug use are usually
at best minor and short-lived. But perhaps the newer ‘normative’
approaches (core message: ‘Everybody is not doing it’), a change in
objective to harm reduction rather than absolute prevention, or some
other innovation, will see drug education live up to its presumed
potential.
Alternatively, we may see prevention steering away from drug
education and towards general early-years character development.
Child development and parenting programmes which mention
substances not at all or only peripherally have recorded some of the
most substantial prevention impacts ever seen. The most persuasive
example is the Good Behaviour Game classroom management
technique for the first years of primary schooling.1 Well and
consistently implemented, by age 19–21 it was estimated that this
would have cut rates of alcohol use disorders from 20% to 13% and
halve drug use disorders among the boys.
Pioneering this theme was the truly seminal Dutch drug
education study of the early ’70s which had a profound impact in
Britain.2 For the practitioners of the time, it was a warning about
the dangers of the dominant ‘scare them’ approach, but it might as
well have been a lesson about the approach which outperformed
the warnings – classroom discussions which simply gave pupils a
structured chance to discuss the problems of adolescence.
In contrast, recent disappointments for conventional drug
education include two programmes which embodied the latest
thinking – the seven-nation EU-Dap European drug education trial3
and the English Blueprint trial.4 The former’s results were patchy, the
latter’s, if anything, in the wrong direction.
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